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Abstract
This study elaborates on al-Ghaz6ll's critical inquiry into major intellectual tradidons that
hold some bearing on religion, with special reference to his swained critique of pure
reason as introduced to Islamic metaphysics by philosophen. Al Ghaza_ll,s critique scheme
places high premium on the standards of rationaliry, yet exhibirs the deficiencv of reason
in metaphysical realms in order to establish a legitimate space for revelarion. The study
elaborates the Qur'6nic perspective of cricical thiuking which has provided the ilsprrirron
for al-GhazalT and then identfies several intellectuJ standards of ,rr.rrr-r-r.nt and sound
reasoning, which al-Ghazdli employed in his critique and coherently integrated with
Islamic epistemology. This includes the denrand foi evidence ro support a"clain, the
reLedonship berween rearcn end reveladon, and the quest for objectiviry. The smdy ainx
to chrrt a rajectory of critical end intellectual thinking rhat is grounjed in reasol ardguided by revelation.
Keywords: Critical tltinking; aI- Ghadt; rcverarion, critique of pure reason; Isl:yyic
epistennlogy.
Introduction
As living beings, we are exposed to various types of polution relexed
into the environment largely due to many of our activities. organic and
inorganic pollurants have devasrating effects on our physical healih and on
the enviro'ment at large. Due to our technological achievements
however, we have developed different monitoring riechanisms to keep
our air, water and food supplies clean, even though at tirnes, our means of
protection only exacerbate the situation.
As rational beings from different culrures and orientations we are equally
exposed to various types of ideas and thoughts - true and false concepm,
valid and invalid arguments, etc. - that are no less detrimental ro our
mental and spiritual hedth than air, water and soil pollutants are ro.our
physical health. 'we are, however, not as stringent in taking care of
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mental health as we are to our physical health. 'Critical thinking' is a
mental filte| that ensures that only the right ideas make their way into
our perceptions. Given the overwhelming amount.of inforrnation we
have at our disposal, and particularly in the age of information and
communication technology, critical thinking helps us separate fact frorn
opinion and distinguish befween rational clainx and emorional ones. lt
iderrtif ies logical f laws in argurnents, evaluates evidence and draws
conclusions on the basis of good evidence. Critical thinking requires a fair
recognition of the strength and the weakness of an argument, just as it
helps to present a point of view in a structured, clear, and well-reasoned
way. In short, critical thinking refers to "a penistent effort to exanrine any
belief or supposed fomr of knowledge in the light of the evidence that
supports it and the further conclusions to which it tends. "'
Critical thinking thrived in Islarnic history not as an independent
discipline but as a technique of analysis and intellectual discourse
.employed in the formation and development of many religious
disciplines. For example, 'ilm al-jadal lscience of dialectics or
argumentation; is based on advancing evidence to show which of the
juristic rulings or theological perspective is ruore sound. According to
Imam al-haramayn al-JuwaynT 1d. 478/1085;, one of the early scholan to
write on this discipline, any error committed on fundamenral or
secondary rratter of religion by a learned rnan must be identified and
corrected by another learned man. Such critique, which must be
supported by burlfin ldemonstrative proof; and husn al-jiclal 6ood
arguments), is a religious dury and part of al-antr bi-a]-nnrufwa-al-nahy
'an a]-ntunkarlenjoining the virtue and forbidding the vice;.3 Like 'iln
al-jadal, ljtiltAd is a critical-cum-creative intellectual discipline used for
extrapolating legal rulings from the Qur'an and Sunnah. A nujtahid p
person who practices !'cilta$ would be critical of the existing madlwhib
{egal schoolsy and creative in generating new ones or updating old
juridical pronouncenlents on pressing problems in accordance rvith the
strength of the evidence of the Qur'an and Prophetic Sunnah.a To
"Mental filter" is used here as a cogritive skill of thinking criticall,v about thinking. lt fo not used to
dcscribe a cognitive distonion that happem rvhen a pcrson is focusilg onl.v on the negrtive xpects of
a situation and filtering out all .of the positive ones. See "Mental Filter," Retrieved frorn
h$p://panicdisorder.about.corn/od/Iivingrvithpd,tp./lvlenrel-Filter.htm.
2 Edward Glaser, An Expertnent in the Developntent of Cririal Thit*ing lNew York: Ts.rclren
Ccllege, Colornbia Univenity, 1941y, p. 5.
3 D. A. al-Juwayni Al-I{afiyah 6 aLJadal {.a.vo:'Tse al-Bebr al-tqbbt, 1n91, p. 2a.
n For rrrore on the relatiomhip betweeu itihddand crstive or critical thinking, seeJ. Badi and M.
Tajdin, Creative Thinking: An Islarnic Penpective,2lnd ed. lKuala Lurlpur: IIUM Press, 20O5;, pp.
69-109; and S. Sikandar Shah alrd M. Wok Malmud, "Critical Thinking and Its Irnplicatiorx for
ascerrain the aurhenricity and credibfiry of hadith, scholars of hadithdeveloped various stern nleasures, unprecede'ted in rh. lrirro,y of t.*t.r^l
critique. ; --l -
Muslims scholan of various schoors made use of criticar thinking in theiri'tra and inter- scholarly engagements. There were rheological crrriques
arrl.ng the Ash'arites, Mu'tazilites, Shiites, Khawarijites e#., 
"rr,l ,rrrrycritical encounters behveen Musli'r theorogians 
""a 
pnitoropir"r, 
"rraberween them and the Jewish and christian iheologians. tt ...?.r. 
"tro:l,13y* ""]9"q the jurists of Isla'ric schools ofj,rrisp*d.n..,-H"rr"at.r,Malikites, Shdf ites, Hambarites, Zaydites, Imamires etc. and their
critical engagements with the Sufis.s
Imam al- chezafi s one of the greatest minds brought up within theIslamic intellectual tradition of f.iti.al discourse.6 "a, ri"I"q' rightly
observed, al- chazarr drew aftention from many of his .orrr.,,.por'"ries andhas received greater attention from modern researchers tha' any otherthi'ker in medieval Islam.T'what earns ar- chazalr this unique recognitionis in fact, as this study advances, a form of critique g.o,rrrd.d in trl"rrri.
epistemology that he exhibired throughout his inqu;ies. s.r.i; .ritiqr. i,
widely recognized bur not independJndy studied. In his address on rheoccasion of the celebration of the 90oth anniversary, Amaclou_Mahtar
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crontemporary lifihad'" ArnericanJounar of Isranic sociar sciences, vor. 27, no.4 12010y, pp 45-
:95::. -.-
^1 TitriFt."lal al-Naqd waqafa 
'ara 
ar-Hadarah ar-Gharbiyyah?,,in Falsaar ar-Naqd ^.-Naqd ar_Falsafah t al-Fikr al-Anti rn-al-Glatfr, ed. Hasan Harufi llJeinrt; Markaz Dirdsdt al-wildah al-'Arabilyah;, pp.7-24.
o 
-He is acclefutred bv a nulnber of 
-historiaru of religion as the rrrost inlluential Muslin tlinker elterthe Prcpher' rsee S M' Zwemer A ,4lostem Seekel arter God : showing Islant at 2s lJest in Life andTachingofAl-Gtnzari Myticand Theorogian ofthe ilth century1NJwy..t,ri",*,rg H. Reveil,19}-"1. p- li: ['i]::r: Montgouren'['ac, zrlc Faith atd pnctice of at-Ghazati (onrlon, GeorgeAllc.r) 2d L'trs:: -:: 1953: ytluf al-ean&ri, Al_Infint al_Glndt bayta *n)it|itt wa-Naq;AnlBcimt: ^\lu'asat al-Riselah, 199-1;, p. ll.;. on rhe occasion of tlie celebratio' of the 900thof hi darh in r995, based on trre Hiiri calcularro'1505-r405;, trre Execurive tsoard ofL\Esco testifed tlut al-Gluzili "'ucle a nujoi contributio. ro rle evolutio' a'd e'rich'e't ofIslanric Thoughr and ethics".a_'d rhat his rniihty work had ,,left an inderibie ir'p-J,r, o,, orh.,cultures" lArnadou-Malrtar M'tsows'on t1.,. o*...rion of the celebration of the 900tli an'ivenary oftlre death of Al-Ghazali" lparis: UNESCO, 19g5;, p. Z. Retrieved lromhttp://unesdoc.uttesco.org/imagev0006/000671i0ezrrs.u.pa0. Twenty-six yean larer, in 2011, rheworld's 
^scholarly co't'ruuity repeated the corru'emoratio. b"red 
"" 
,rr" cr.g.irr, .al.ulrtion11'111-2o11y'  Forexanrple,  TheMusrbnwoddjoumarpubl isrredtwospecial i . r r . r ' - " . , .  
lo1,no.4,2011 & vol .  102,  no.  1,2or2 -  co 's isr ing of i t  ar t icLs [o co ' t r l reulorate year 1111, t 'e  year a l_GIuzdlI died. Silnirarry, Isrant &' sciencejoumar published a special issue in its vol. 9, no. 2,2o1r. Asdocutnented in al-Ghazdll's 
.website http,//www.gh.oti.org, scores of acadenric disenations,colloquia, chain i' acadetnic irltuitions oihigh.. lei'mi,rg ana scholarly books a'd jourrul anicles
|i:: s:9ied frorn various angles the enduring i.gr.y of at_bhrrai.' 
wael ualriat Hallaq' Forward to Al-Gludt and the Isnuirs: A Debate on Reason and Authority inMedieval klan, by Farouk Mitha llondon: I. lJ. Tauris publishen, 2001;, p. xiii
MBow. the rhen Director General of UNESCo, acknowledged that al-
Gh'atr's approach in svsrematically subjecting the intellectual traditions
prer-ioush' esablished to critical analysis was exemplary in its
rrupulousness.t AI- Ghrzalr's critique, according to parvez Manzoor, is
*6. 
mosr cogenr intellecrual argument of the monotheistic faith in
medie'al tirnes." h rvas well appreciated within and outside the Islarnic
circles. being a source of i'spiration for nuny Jewish and christian
intellecruals, parricularly in medieval rime.e Ar-Akiti notes that ,,al-
Ghazalis balancing of the forces transcends the bounded concerns of his
orrrr religion and engages,.the perennial concerns of ail and sundry,
atheiss a'd theiss alike."1' Pawez Manzoor again observes that 
"i-chazal's critique of philosophical postulates "srretches far beyond the
confines of medieval polemics in which ir was historically situated and
reaches right dorvn to the heart of the contemporary debate over the
tmth and ideology of scientism, to the thorny question of the relationship
becrveen scientif ic knowledge ... and man's search for rneaning.... ' , l l
'critical thinking,' as used in this study, refen to several intellectual
standards of assessnr.ent and .skills of sound reasoning, which al- chazalr
enployed in his critique and coherently integrated with lslamic
epistemology. This includes objectiviry, rationaliry, consistency,
relevance of evidence and whether the prenises provided lead to a logicJ
conclusion. This study sets out to examine al- Ghazall's approach to critical
thinking. The study fint elaborates the eur'anic perspective of critical
thinking which has'provided the inspiration for al- chazah and then
proceeds to identify features of al- Ghazalr's critique, includiug demancl for
evidence to support a claim, integration of reason and r-evelaiio', aud the
quest for objectiviry. Based on texrual analysis of al- chazali's works,
prinrarily Talfifut al-FalasifahlThe Incoherence of the philosophen], a./-
Munqidh min al-hakl [The Deliverer from Error], and lhya,-,Ufin aI_
Dn[The Revival of rhe Religious Sciences], the study aims ro exhibit an
alternative trajectory of critical and intellectual thinking founded on
Islamic epistemology.
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E Alnadou-Mahtar M'Borv, "On the occasion of the celebration ofthe g00th annivenary of dre dea6r
of Al-Chaz:Ii," pp. 3-4.
t s Parvez Manzoor, "Two Poles of a critical and creative Faith," The Musliut News, LoDdon,
April 28, 2000. I\etrieved frorn http://www.algo.et.se/lnranzoor/MNews-Ghazali.lrtnr.
'u M. Afi6 al-Akiti, "on celebrating the 90oth Annivenary of al-Ghazdll," The Muslin wodd. vol.
101 ,  no .4  Q0115 ,p .574tr S Parvez Manzoor, "Two Poles ofa Critical and Creative Faith."
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TtcQur,tu on Critical Thinking
Tbe Qur'an places high premium on rational thinking. As such, it raises
fqr rhouqht-provoking questions conceming the exisrence of God andHis unirv; rhe essence 
?f :o", the origin of rhe urfverse and ir ultimate&*t-t the creation of the ,..., 
"rrd".r.rseen worlds; and the nature of*"lir,v and ultimate pu{pose of existence. Fu.th.r_o.., ifr. q*,an makesir abundantly clear that none will make sense of its p"r"bl., JJ-rra.ratives,appreciate its legislations and teachings or grasp th. -."rrirrg 
-of-iu 
Uyarrnthe created cosmos and those in the "reveied a"r,t;;.r".;;, uh al_al*b,l2 a te''n whjch *y U.o"a;;;. to scholars endowed with
'visdom, intellectual integriry, sound i.asoning, fairjudgement and open-mindedness (eur'an, z,2oo; 3:7, r9O; D:ltt; ia,z6, ig2ir. r, arocondemns factors that impede ,"tiorri thinking, ,.,.t' 
", 
- 
oin, 
,Alrraimitation; (Qur'an, 
?:r!: 5;t!a; 31:21; 43:2t_241, hawd (pursuit ofcaprice; (Qur'an, 5:48, 7.7; 6:56, !19; Z,',SO; +l,li l; 2i,'Jil, ',^nd, 
,on,lpunuit of conjeccure in the face of certit.ra.; lqor;a 
", 
t6,,iiisi:23, 2gy.Phrases used in the eur'dn ,o .rr.o.r."ge thinking includes awalamyatafakkani tDo they:rot ..h..q e"r;;, 7:!g41-, awalam yanduaj qdothey, not consideg 1q..r'ao-- 7,i;;,--;L* yaddabbaa.ldo they norpondeg (eur'an, 23:681, afrh ta,rry" fy*;;; ;;;;; [".,.,r.*ori;(Qur'an, 2:44;7:7691, to mention 
" 
G-.i,
Nevertheless, the ty-pe.of reasoning the eur,5n encouiages is the one thatrecognises its own limitation. s.r.h ,."rolring wourd ex!.cis. its rights inareas within the rational di*ate and believes in a\-sharblrhe unseen;, asestablished in revelation, which are not o...rr".ilf rr."tiorra urr, ,i.rrptygo beyond the ambit of human ,eason.14
12 For astudy or, *. qffiffi- arfiband irsKanur Hxsan,,.a n. i - L tne qur, aric r;;;C;;;ffi:H,:1ffi:i:rr#ff Llij#lll;llrc Utu at-AltibModet,- rnteleiat Disco;;;i. iS, 
".. 
,,Zorq, pp. 183_210.'' For nrore orr Qur'6n's trrinking renrilnor"gi.t, *. rti.rrarnrrud Hashfun Kanuli, ..Read.ing theSigns"' pp' 141-164;Janul Badi, ;'rni,rti,rg'"r.-riioioii", f.o,r, eur,&ric penpecrive and TheirImpact on Hunun Inrelrectual Developmeni," i"r"rti^ittl.umar of Anb cuhurr, Management? {1,! :: " tu.tu.D : v eropt t t e n t vol. 2, no. t rzo t r r, ii'.- i t _to.r r)ls r)uy urctude quesrior)ing what is known as ayat muashabih.t_pllegorical venesy of the eur,dnlQur'dn, 3:7;. To ask many rl.nnecessary, trivial questions, as posed by Bani! krA,_il ro prophet M[salQur'dn, 2:67-731, wx also discouraged 1qur,an, i,i0;_i0r, Orher than thar, dre eur,6n nunuresinquisitive mind lQur'tur, 2:259-260;:l:t+Z; rc:qZ; ZjSD 
_O 
"*."r,Jr.-pilf iu.rtio,ri'gtech.ique in the fon'ation of the tslarnic ;;.tdr# ii" auau Kabir Husain s.ourru ., 
"r, 
,.at_As'ilah al-eur'irriyyah wa_Dawrulo n frq.n, n u1"t j_-rilr. lll_wujid_, Joumat of Ishnt in Asia,
:p:rf Issue 2 eO117, pp. l_33. Retrieved fro2.2lindex.phplrsrrrVi.rr.iTi.*r, u. 
'm http://www'iiurn.edu.rnydiasia/ojs-
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The Qur,dn then calls humans to stop to think, 
'and never to stoP
thn*G lQur'Zin, L2:l-2; 38:29; 43:1-31in areas within the reach of
hum.n..ason. According to Hashim Kamali, the Qur'dnic references to
thinking occur in conjunction with basically five major themes: primarily
the belief in the oneness and munificence of God (awl44; reflection on
the Qur'an; man and the universe; historical precedent; and the act of
thifi-ng iself.rs 'Abd al-Karrm Nawfin 
'Ubaydat classifies areas where
the eui'an calls for rarional thinking into four, namely: reflection on
God's ayat 6ignsy in the creation; reflection on God's laws in nature;
reflection onti. *irdo- behind Shariah; and reflection on God's law in
history.l6 In discussing over this wide array of fundamental questions,
*1 i, encouraged to ihink systematically; hence he is at liberty to think
individually or in pain lQur'dn, 34:471and draw conclusion on the basis
of evidence presented beiore him in dfrq posrnos, horizons; and anfus
thuman dispisition, hunr.an communiql lQur'6n, 41':531' Anyone who
io., ,rot uie his reason properly is likened to a beast or even worse
(Qur'an, 7 :17 9; 25 :441.
'while the word naqd lArebic word for 
'critique' or 'criticism'; has no
root in the Qur'anic vocabulary, its synonyms can be found, such as
tabayyanti lascertain the truthl lQur'dn, 49:65, Ii-yaniza Goseparate the
bad from tire goody. lQur'an,_8:37y. Other than that, critical thinking is
one of the discursive 
-srylesr7 
the Qur'dn employs extensively when
making its case for the existence and unity of God, creation, resulrection,
the nefessiry of revelation, etc. Therefore, nan is invited to think deeply
and criticaliy and to rethink: could there be any flaw in tSis diviirely
desigo.d ,yr,.* of being? lQur'an, 67:3-41' On hurnan inter-actions' the
a"t""" calls for faf .;udgment lQur'd,n, 5:8; 6:1521, willingness to
cinsider new ideas andthe courage to pursue the truth thereof lQur'dn,
43:21-24;39:18y. It advises not to delve into any matter which one is
unfit for lQur'dn, 3:66; 17:367' not to accept any claim without evidence
1Qur,dn,'4i,61 and to ensure that the evidence tmly supports the claim
iq"r:a., 3,16g; 46:11; 34:34_371. Furrhermore, it faults those who
flirafy iollo* their anceston, saying that those ancestors thenxelves were
not less irrational than their successors: "when it is said to them: "Follow
what Allah has revealed:' They say: 'Nayl we shall follow the ways of our
cPerspect iveonThinking' , , Is lanr&Science,vol .4,
no.2 120061, P.143.
tu'rf.ia.fm N"*6n'UbaydAt, Al-Dihteh al-'Aqtiryh t al-Qut7n dordan: Ddr al-Na6'is' 200Q'
pp,9O-98.
,, For other thinking sryles that can be identified in the Qur'tur see Jamal Badi and Mustapha Tajdin,
Crative ni*ng PP. 33-68.
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6&ers-'X''ban Even though their fathen were wholly unintelligent and
One passage in Sfirat al-Naml on establishing the unity of Allah is worth
c:=oning. The passage begins with the following question: "d-AllAJt
i - --,:un amnn yusltrikiln <Who> is better? - Allah or the false gods they
:": --:are lwith Him;? The passage then proceeds to recount Allah's
seadons and provisions one after another: He Who has created the
hcaven and earth...; He Who has made the earth habitable...; He Who
answers the distressed when he calls upon Him...; He Who guides in
utter darkness. Giving all this grand creation and nmjestic design as
evidence of the existence and uniry of Allah, the Qur'an then continues
to repeat after each bounry enumerated: "could there be any divine
power besides Allah?" lf the kufrr are still not open to this supporring
evidence, then the burden of proof is placed in their court to defend their
clainr and justify their belief in atheism, deism or polytheisnr: " Qul ltaaT
burhAnakum in kuiltun frdiqid' "Bring forth your proof, if you are
telling the truth!" (Qur'an, 27:59-641. Subsequendy, it is declared that
they have no solid ground for their denial, particularly of the issues related
to the Hereafter: "No, but their knowledge of the Hereafter has reached
a dead-lock giving occasion to uncertainry. No, but their doubt stands as
the beacon of the unwise, in fact, their notion of the Hereafter has fallen
on the blind spot"ts lQur'an, 27:66'1.
Al-Ghazall's fntellectual Inquiry
Imam AbE hamid Muhammad ibn Muhammad al-Ghazalf 1450-
505/1058-1111; is a prorninent Muslim jurist, theologian, philosopher
and Sufi. Born in T[s in Persia. al-Ghazah received education in his
hometown and then in Jurjdn and {inally in Nishapur in today's norrhern
part of Iran. At the Nizamiyya Madrasa 1al-Madrasah al-Nisamiyyah; in
Nishapur, he learned frqh lluisprudence;, logic .and 
'ilm 
a|-kalam
lscience of theologyl from an influential Ash'arite theologian, Imam al-
haramayn al-JuwaynT and later became a renowned teacher at another
Nizamiyya Madrasa in Baghdad and that of Nishapur where he himself
had been a student. He wrote profusely on various branches of
knowledge that have significant bearing on religion, including Islamic
jurisprudence and legal theory, logic, philosophy, theology, compararive
religion and Sufism. He is better known for his lhyd' '(Jlilnt al-Dn,
which is considered to be his nugnum opus.
lt This trarxlation is based on al-Muntakhab due to its literary style in renderingthk parrtrculat dyah.
See hnp://ww.islanrawakened. conl I qur:;nl?T | 66/delault.htm.
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Al-GhazelT lived sithin an envirorunent where a number of individuals
prided rhemselves as the custodians of intellectual inquiry and thus
ridiculed some religious values while othen held some religious beliefi
devoid of rationality. The basic fundamental epistemological question al-
Ghazalr addressed then concerns al-'ilm 
- 
bi-haqaiq al-unnLr (he
know-ledge of realitieg, which will lead to al-'ilm al-yaqtn (he
knorvledge of certitude;. le
From the outset, al- GhazalT recognized knowledge as being the best of
all things, and further being the roor of sa7dah thappinessy in this world
and in the Hereafter; its acquisition is to pursue the best and its
dissemination is the best of all occupations.20 Believing in the indivisibiliry
of al-haqq lthe Truthy, that all true knowledge comes from Hirn and all
leads to Him, al- GhazaJI was determined, right from the period of
adolescence, to pursue truth wherever it takes him.2l
The fint guiding principle of enquiry al- GhazalT ser forrh is to srudy
these sciences thoroughly and objectiv"ly. H. cautioned that "to refure a
doctrine before having thorougtrly comprehended is like a stab in the
dark" and that it is not possible for one to know what is defective in any
science until one rusters that science, equals its most learned exponents
and even suqpass them; only then could one's critique be justified.22 To
that end, d-.Ghazall acquired major intellectual traditions previously
established and classified the seekers after truth into four groups:
theologians, philosophen Batinites and Sufis. With great boldness and
courage, he treaded an intricate path to investigate the truth clairn of each
group and eventually found all wanting except Sufism which he
considered to be the true science of the Hereafter.
Batinite esotericism is founded on two main doctrines; the infallibility of
the Imam and the primacy of esoteric interpretation of the Sharr'ah which
can be known only by the instruction of the the infallible Imam.
According to al- GhazdlT, posing the authoriry of infallible Imam as a
source of knowledge at the expense of the authoriry of reason and
exoteric interpretation of the Shariah is absurd. If it is possible that there
is another infallible imam other than Prophet Muhammad, it would have
been equally possible for other groups to proffer their respective i'fallible
imams and this will lead to multiple infallible imarns ad infinitum, tlis is
absurd. Similarly, if the Batinite esoteric interpretation is valid, it is also
reAl-GlrazalT, Al-Munqidh nin al-dahl, p.42.
2oAl-GhazAh, Ihyd"LIl2mal-llnlBeirut: Ddral-Kutubal-'Ilmiyyahy, vol. 1, pp.2O-21.2r Al-Ghazall, Al-Munqidh min at-dahl, pp. 40-41.
2 lbid., pp. 50-51.
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possible to have other multiple valid interior interpretations and evert
several valid interior interpretations of the Batinite esoteric intelpretation
itself. In such instances rnutual understanding and communication rvill be
denrolished. Through reduitio ad absurdunr''' geduction to absurdiryy
mode of argumentation, he demonstrated how such Batinite teaclring is
false because it could deconstruct the entirery of the Shariah.2a Al-
GhazAE autlrored Fada'ih al-BatiniS'yah wa-Fada'il al-Mustazhiriyyah
[The Infamies of the Batinites and the Virtues of the Mustazhirites] and
al-Qistas aL-Mustaqin [The Conect Balance] in critique of Batinite
epistemology.
'Iltn a]-kaldn is primarily a protective science meant to safeguard the
Islamic creed against heretical innovations. The enrergence of heretics
and innovators gave kaldn science its le€litinate place. Going beyond that
by dwelling into the nature of the Realiryand Divine attributes, is what
subjected kaldnt to GhazalT's critique." According to him, the
theologians' way of argumentation falls short of leading to certairtry in
faitlr, and even when it does it entails some elenrents of doubt and taqfid,
as their proofs are not denronstrative but rather dialectical the premises of
which the theologians adapted from their oppolleuts.'" Al- Ghazah's
critique of theology was not born out of ignorance or contenrpt, but
rather stenmed from his being an insider who had been at the forefront
of the discourse for yean, and only after knowing its limitations did he
decide to desert it and turn it inside-out. He authored lljdn al-'Awdnt
'an 'IInt 
al-Kalant lWarding offthe Masses from Sciences of Theology; in
critique If ilnt al-kahnt. FIe did not deny the efficacy of kaldn in
safeguarding the Islanric creed and enlightening a lower level of
intellectual curiosiry;zt but for the knowledge of certainty, he found
kaldnt to be a dead end: "the road to the realities of knowledge is closed
fronr this direction" pl-tafiqa tla haqaiq al-nta'rifalt nin ladlu ,l-oryh
masdidl.2s
a Reductio ad absurdunr is an argurnent in which ifa statenrent leads to an absurd conclusiort, the
statemerrt cannot be true. For exanrple if assurnption tlut 'nrotiorr is possible' leads to dre absurd
conclusion that tlre runner completes an in6nite series oftasks, tlren rnotion is irnpossible no lutter
how thirrp appear. See Maurice F. Stanley, Logic and Controveny lAustralia: Wadwonh, 201J2;,
pp. 333, 375.
24 Al-chazalT, Al-Munqidh nin al-dahl, pp. 67-77; Farouk Mitha, Al-Ghezil and rhe knnilis A
Debate on Reason and Authority in Medieval Islaut llondon: l. B. Tauris Publishen, 20O1;, p. 49.
"  
lb id. ,  p.  49.
'o lbid, p. 49; Al-Glnzit, Faysal al-Tafriqah bayu al-Ishnt wa-al-Zandaqah lDeirut: Dar rl-Fikr.rl-
Lubrr&rl, 1993y, pp.75-77 .
27Al-GluzAlI, Ihyd"ulTmal-Dn,vol. 1,p.95;Al-Munqidhninal-dahl,p.49;.Faysalal-Tafi'iqah,
pp.75-78.
28 Ib id. ,  vol .  1,  p.95.
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Like kaldnl fiqh is reduced to the science of the minirnum requirement
of religion concerning exrerior bodily rituals a'd worldly -rr.rr. These
rituals, according to al- Ghazdl, cannot ascertain sincerity 6vhich is the
attribute of hearq, which are necessary for the salvation in the Hereafter.
However, because in Islam this world is closely intercwined with the
Hereafter, the former bei'g the seed-ground of the latter, observing the
religious rituals, as expounded by fuqahd', is 'ecessary for the spiiitual
formation of individuals and com'runities and indispe'sable to prepare
one for the Hereafter. on that basis, he condernned sonre extremist Sufis
who claimed to have reached a state of certainry where they were no
longer required to perform saldh lprayeg and were pemritted to drink
alcohol and commit orher prohibited things with impuniry. such an
attirude is by far worse than kufrbecause its aim is to deitroy ihe religion
fronr within.'n oth., than that, he believes that Sufism is the true scierrce
of certainty that can lead to salvation in the Hereafter.
His. fiercest critique was primarily agai'st the philosophers' conclusions in
ikhiryat lmetaphysis/theologg. In this erlcourter, he adopted rational
arguments of the Mu'tazilite, Karrrmite and waqifite theoiogians who
were often at odds with his Ash'arire theology, wiaving th.m""tt into a
suitable epistemic a'd argumentative framework to combat what he
perceived to be a greater harm ofphilosophers.30
Claim with Supporting Evidence
weighing a clai'r against its supporti'g evidence is central to al-
GhazalT's critical readings, a'd particularly of philosophical writings,
where one is cautioned not to accept or reject anything simply on the
basis of penonaliry which is associated with it. His favor-ire quoie iu rhis
respect is a statement attributed to 'Al ibn AbT talib that ,, |d ia,rif al_haqq
bi-al-rijal; I'rif al-haqq ta'rif ahlahd"t (Do not know the truth by tlre
men, but know the truth, and rhen you will know who are truchfulj. Al-
Ghaz:alT often cited this quote to ridicule people who embraced the
heretical teachings of the philosophers in metaphysics because of their
impression in the philosophers and in their mathematical sciences. In
logic, such an amitude could amount to the logical fallacv of ad
verecundiam or the inappropriate appeal to authorif,r,32 as it associates
: 
Al-gllazalT, hysal al- Tat?iqala, p. 65; Ihyd' .W m at-Dtn,vol. t, pp. 40-41.
" Al-Ghazali, The lttcoherence of the Philosoplies: A Parallel English-rA,rabic Text, trarx. Miclrael
E. Mannura lUtah: Brigharn Young Univenity pres, 1997;, pp 7_g.3r Al-Ghazall, Al-Munqidh min al-dahl, p. Oi; Ihya' ,Ulorir al-DTn, vot. 1, p. 55.32J. Baclrnurr, "Appeal to Authority," n, r"lhr;ir' Classicar and Cont",,4uorrry Rrr4ings, ed. Hans
V. Hausen and Robert C. PiIrto lPerursylvania: The Penrxylvania Srate Univenity lrresf 1995;, pp.
F'
truth with people. The fact r.emains, however, that if a person is adept in
a given science that does not necessarily nr.ake adept in other unrelatecl
sciences just as his ignorance in a given discipline does not necessarily
make him wrong in other disciplines:
Rather, every art has people who have
obtained excellence and preeminence in it,
even though stupidiry and ignorance rnay
characterize them in other arts. The
arguments of the ancient philosophen in
mathematics are demonstrative whereas
those in meraphysics are conjectural.33
Neo-Platonist peripatetic philosophy was adapted to the Islamic thought
by-some prorninenr Muslim philosophers ,.rcl, 
", 
al_Farabt @. 33919501
and Ibn Srna lAvicennal (2811037;. Some of the philosophiial doctrines
as taught in the writings of these philosopher, 
"r. 
obrrio,rily at odds with
the- Islamic teachings. In his Tahafut al-Falasifah, al_ Gliazali engaged
philosophers in a fierce intellectual debate over rwenuy doctrines of their
teachi'gs, seventeen of which he adjudged as liereticar while he
declaimed rhree as bordering the outirght disbelief. These are: the
assertion that the world is eternal; the denial of God's knowledge ofparticulars;; and the denial of the bodily resurrection.3a He wenr on to
demonstrate that none- of thb arguments to support these teachings ful{il
tlre conditions and high- epistemological ,t".rd"id of burlun,3s lapodeixis,demonstrative proo$ that the philosophen themselves have'set forth.
According to him, the said philosophin merely rery upo' unproven,
dialectical premises that 
"." 
conventionally r...pr"a only 
'"rrro.rg
tlremselves.36 In the fourth introduction to his Tahafiit, he savs:
'We 
avoid the phraseology used by the
mutakallimTn and the Jurists, adopting for
the time being the t.r r .rr.J bv the
Logicians, so that the whole thing miiht be
cast into a different mould, and the method
of the logician rnay be followed in the
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274-286: G. BassluDr, w. Irwin, H. Nardone ald J. M. wallace, Criticat rhinkitry: A Stu6ert\Introduction lBosron: Mccraw Hill, 2002;, pp. 162_166.33 A_l-GhazalT, Al-Munqidh min al-dahl, pp.56-.57. The trarxlation is adopted from watt, The Faith
a n d Prac tice of a l- Gh azal i.
tr4 Al-Ghazal', The Incoherence ofthe philosopheqp. 230; Al_Munqidh, pp. 60_61.3s The word "burha'" is a Qur'd'ic term used in philosophy,o ,.i",,o apodeixis, der'onsrrariveproof
5 Al-chazAh,. Al-Munqidh, p. 59.
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nunutest detail' in this book, we will speak
to them in their language - I mean their
logical tenn'inology. We will make it plain
ttiat in their metaphysical sciences they have
not been able to fulfill dre claims laid out in
the different parts of the logic and in the
introduction to it, i.e. what they have set
down in the Kitab al-Burlfin on the
. conditions for the truth of the premises of a
ty[ogism, and what they have set down in
the kinb at-Qiyas on the conditions of its
figures, and the various things they posited
in the "Isagoge" and the "Categories"3T
The issue at srake here is epistemological and logical. Al- GhazalT agreed
with philosophen drat deuronstrative proof would lead to certainry'"
while dialectical proof would fall short. He then contended that while the
philosophers' argu-ents in mathematics and, to a certain extent, some
oth.. ,r"to.al sciences are demonstrative, their argument in metaphysics
are dialectical and thus the philosophers differed among thenxelves more
in the latter and less in the former.39 Bringing dialectical proof to deny the
truth firmly established in revelation is like prioritising zann lconjecture;
and nklutfn lspeculation) over tahqtq lpositive inquiry; and yaqin
fcert"inty;.oo netying on zann or takhunTn in places wiere laqin 
or tahqTq
i, ,.q,.ri..d is a gross charade and miscarriage of intellectual integricy' On
that iround, al] Ghazall faulted ancient philosophen for_ compromising
their own principles in logic, charging the Muslim philosophers for
pracrising tiqtd, i" rhe sense that they merely repeited these teachings
'fro* 
,U! founders of their movement without critically exanrining
them.ar
The logicalicy of the philosophers' teachings in metaphysics is also
q,r.rtloi.a. According to at- Chazali, these teachings are based on invalid
37 Al_GlBzalI, The Incolrcrence of tlrc Philosophers, p.9. However, the translation of this passege is
adopted frorn both Al-Ghaz6ll, At-Ghezel;l Tahafut al-htasifah, trans. Sabih Alurud Kanrali
llahore, Pakistan Pl'rilosophical Cougress, 1963;, p' l0 end 
Frank Griffel' "Taqlld of the
philoroph.rr, Al_G5az6lls i'itial accusiarion it the Tahdfut," In ldeas, Images, and Methods of
'Portny"i, 
Insights into classiat Anbic Litenture and Islam ed. Sebastian Gunther lleideu: Brill'
2OO51, p.287 .
s Al-Glrazall, Mi'ydr al-'Ilm fi al-lllantiq, pp' 235' 243'
3e Al-Ghazalf, A1-Munqidh min at-dakt, i.5g; Al-Glta'ali, The Incoherence ofthe Philosophen' 
p'
4.
* Al-Ghazafr, The Incohercnce ofthe Philosophers, p' 4'
nt Ibid., pp. 1-3; Frank Griffel, "Taql-rd of the philosophen' p 293'
iI
:
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argumentsa2 because their conclusions did not necessarily follow fromtheir premises. Even on issues in which he concurred with phirosophers,
he still conrended thar philosophers were unable to justifi it'lo.r.t,rri r.ly
on a mere rational basis. For example, in the fo.r.t..rrth discussion ofTalnfut, he argued that the phiosophers were unable ro ser ademonstrative rational proof to tho* th^t heaven ir 
"" ""ir,'a, 
a fivingbeing with soul: "their doctrine in this question is one of those views
yhoj: possibiliry is nor ro be denied, no, iis impossibiliry craimed. while
al- Ghaz:alt believed that it is more likely that heaven ,r"ry n", 
" 
ufe, ,,for
9"i ir capable of creating life in every body," he still irrrirt.j that thephilosophers' conclusionot do., not foilow necessarily from the premisesprovided and thus their argument.is a purely arbitrary assertion
"tahakkum mahd "that has no itrppo.t.*
Drawing on the rational conceptual framework, al_ CLzali exhibited thedeficiency, contradictiotr 
"rrd 
incoherence in the .pir,".,'orofa
foundations:-!ih. philosophical inquiry into rhe -.t"pt y.l."t;."hr;,?i i;
order to-establish a legitimate rp".. 
^fo. 
revelation. r, ir'rrr!" 
."i..t.a trr"tthe validiT of religious assertions, as enrrenched in revelatiorrlJould b.
recognized, especially in areas where demonstrative proo6 are simply
unattainable.a6
Reason and Revelation
ft-re cgmnatibfiry of reason and revelation forms the cornersrone ofGhazalr's scheme of Islamic critical thinking. Muslim intelectualsgenerally believe *rat there could be no 'reali conrradictio' b.*..o
reason and reveladon as both are uldmately traced to the sarne source,All:h the- AJ''.rghn-- Ir is nor plausible that revelarion will esrabrish or
neg-a* a 6cr *iich reason demorutradvely holds to be other*ir", 1.rr, 
",
re,Eon r*ill nor rzlidare or denv a facr against that which i, .rrr.luirro."uy
llered in rer-elarion.
t2 In logic, invalid argurnent refers to "a decluctive argument in which the conclusion does not follownecessari-ly from the premises - that is, a deductiu. ,rtr^.,,, i, *rri"i r, l,i.rriil. i..ii. or*,,rr., ,.be true arrd tlre concrusion fatse." See Greg Bashanr. etar., Criticat rn;*irai ii. ' '*'{tr It should be noted that the issue here i.inot *h.th.. the teachi'gs of rhe philosophers are true ornot, but that it is based o. imelevart.and rhus illogicar premises. otrrer than t6at, the eur,drr hastestified that heavens and eanh glorify Allah and ob.i Hi, .o,r._. nd (7:44;41:111.{ Al-Gfrazall The Incoherence ofthe philosophrn, pp. t+i_tSt.
"  Ib id. ,  p.  3.
* A. H. Solilru, "Reveration and prophethood in the Isramic worldview,,,r/o umar of Isran in Asia,vol. 6, no. 1 eN9S, pp. l7S-182. Rerrieved fio. @2.2 / index. pho / lslam/ articl e I v iew | 5 | 24
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While al- Ghazalf was at odds with philosophers over their metaphysical
reachings, he strongly defended the credibiliry of rational demonstrative .
proo{ they prided themselves with, According to him, reason forms the
Lasis of undentanding revelation. Reason is like an eye and revelation is
like the Sun both of which are interdependent and equally needed for
one to ,...0t H. is convinced that Islamic teachings are established on
both reason and revelation and that the result of demonstrative proof will
be in conformiry with revelation on the ground that truth canrlot negate
truth. On that account, he pronounced that "al-shat' 
'aqlun min a]-kl)drij
wa-al-'aql shar'un min ad-dakhil" lrevelation is reason from without,
and ,.ason is revelation from within;'48
However, Muslim scholan are divided on which to resort to r.vhen there
is 'apparent' contradiction. Some, like Ibn Taynrilyaha' @. 728113281
"rrd 
ibn al-eayyims0 1d. 751/1350y emphasized the primacy of revelation
in the sense that reason should be brought to the aPparent meaning of
revelation. othen like Ibn Rushdsl lAverroeq 1d. 595/11981 and Fakhr
al-Dtn al-Razt'2 d. 6}6ll2}9y, say rhat revelation should be interpreted
in conformity with rational dictate. Ai- Ghaza|'s position is closer to the
second group. Essentially, to uphold the integriry and validiry of the
demonstrative proo{ passages of revelation whose literal meaning is not in
conformiry with rational demonstrative proof must be interpreted
allesorically through different levels of ta'uil pllegory) that he outlined as
'C"rrorN oi T"'*il.'" LJnless the demonstrative proof of reason is firnrly
recognised, the credibility of revelation will be at stake, "for it is by
,.*o=r, that we know ,.tiptn.. to be true."sa Nevertheless, he believes
that demonstrative proof cannot be established to validate or refute
metaphysical realms, as that is the prerogative of revelation, the central
argument between him and the philosophers.
o7 Al-Ghaz5h, Ihy6' 'Uliirn al-Dln, vol. 3, p. 17.
's Al-GlrazalT, Ma dnj al-Qudus 6 Ma&rij Ma'nht al-Na6,2nd ed. lBeirut: Ddr al-dfhq al-Jadldah,
1975y,  pp.  57-58.
t' Ibn i;ymiyyah, Dar' Ta'drud al-'Aql wa-al-Naql 1Beirut: Ddr al-Kutub al-'lhliyyah, 1997;, vol.
1 ,  pp .86 -91 ,770 -192 .
uo M. Ib,. al-Qayyim, Al-nwa'iq al-Mursatah 'eh el-Jahniryh wa-al-Mubttihh lRiyadh: Ddr al-
'dsimah, 1998y, vol. 2,pp.723-731;vol.3, pp' 853-856.
tt Ibr, Rrrhd, At-Keshf 'An Manahij al-Adiltah 6 A6'id al-Milhh lBeirut: Markar DirEasdtal-
Wihdah al-'Arabi1ryah, 1998y, p. 206; Fasl al-Ma$l f -nu Bayna al-Hikmah s'a- al-Shati'ah min al-
Ittisal,3rd ed. lCairo: Ddral-Ma'6rif, 199|, pp. 2O5-2O8.
52 F. al-RazT, Afrs al-Taqds 1Beirut: Dtu al-JT l, 19931' pp. 193-794'
53 Al-GhazalT, Faysal al-tafriqah, p. 47; Qanln al-Ta'wil lBeirut: Dar al-Fikr al-Lubnani , 1993;'
tt Al-Ghazali, Qatdln al-Ta'vil, p.21.
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Tae Quest for Objectivity
Another distinctive characteristic central to al_ Ghazdlis critique is his
gglion for objectiviw. In his Maqasid aL-Fa|asifrh 6he Ainx of thePhilosophen; which is a prelude to rf,s Tahdfut ar-Faisifrh, al- Ghazdtl
gave an objective accounr of the philosophical teachings and their
arguments in order to subseque'dy be able to refute ihem in his
Tahdfutss Kngwing that he 
-has 
nothing to-gain in refuring weak
arguments, which he deliberatively ignored,st he presented strong
argumenrs of his adversaries as objectively as possible 
"id .rr.r, oft.r, "iDunyd observes-,_ clearer in al- Ghazahk r.pr.sentations than in their
original torr.c.s.tt
In addition, despite his susained cririque of philosophy, al- Ghazarl did
i:r. ?il to- recognise those burlun_basirl, objective philosophicaldisciplines that do not hold anything oppor.j to Islam, such as
mathematics and, most imporqantly, logic. 
-According 
to al- Ghazah,
logic is a necessary prerequisite for any .aliond 
"rg.r-.rirtt and indeed forall theoretical sciences to the extent where he asJe.ted that ..the sciences
of whoever did not incoqporate it are unreliable."se He considen logical
4".y . where logical premises are compromised deliberatively- or
otherwise as "a track of reasoning whence f,atan often sneaks in,,
lmadakltil al-sltaydn rt al-nazary to mislead human minds. Once this
track is n?Ut protecred with good reasoning, Satan will have no way ropenetrate.""
Discr-editing tlie veracity of such sciences established on demonstrative
proof will lead those who appreciate demonstrative proof to the
conclusion that Islam is founded on ignorance. Al_ GhazalT dubbed
anyone who denies them as ,,sacfqus fil_isldm jjhi|,'1an ignorant friend
of Islamy, 61 whose behaviors do gr-*. disservice to Islam:
The harm inflicted on religion by those who
deGnd it not by its proper way is grearer
than the harm caused by those who attack it
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5s See his itrtroduction to Ma$id at-hhsiah 1c-..iro: el-Makabah al-Mallnudilyah al-Tlidriyyahb_i-al-Azlur, 19361, pp. 2-3.
" Al-Chazdll, The hrcoherence ofthe philosophqrr, p. 13.tt s. Dunya, Muqaddinut ar-Taba'ah ar-r'tnni.yah, in Tahdfut at-Fahsihh,6th by Ar-GhazarT(Cairo: Dd'rat al-Ma'Arif, 198Oy pp.26-36.
* Al-Ghazall, Mi'ydr al-'lh:r fral-Mantiq (Beirut: D6r al_Kutub at_.Ilmiyyah ,19W1, p.263 Al-chazalT, Al-Mustasfr 6 | at-Fiqh 1ti"i-t, tutu'rr*"i.i-^iraar, 1997;, vor. r, p. 45.
" Al-Glrazatl, Mihakk al-Nazar 6 ai-hinttq g.p, 
".p, ,r.i.;, pp.25_26.6r Al-Ghazall Al-Murtqidh nin at-Dabt, p'. 57.'
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in the w:ry proper to it. As it has been said:
"a rational foe is better than an ignorant
friend."62
'When 
charged with incorporating maxims of ancient philosophen, d-
GhazAlT contended that much of their statements in political science and
moral philosophy have been borrowed from the early prophets of God
and from the Sufis respectively and that by adopting these words he was
simply reclairning and disentangling the lost truth. Even if these maxims
are found exclusively from the writings of the philosophers, why should
they be shunned when these words in themselves are. rational, supported
with convincing evidence and not in contradiction with the Qur'an or
Prophetic Sunnah?t Al-Ghazali is convinced that if Muslims follow such a
line of reasoning, and of rejecting every truth which by chanced nray
have been proclaimed fint by their advenaries among the heretics, they
will be denied many tnrths; and the mubtliln lirnpostors; among the
philosophen will then deny them the right to rvisdom, stripping them of
dl good things by skilfully incorporating or mixing them in their works.
To al- Ghazall the truth must be extracted even from the fool; and the
proximiry bewveen truth and falsehood does not make truth false and
falsehood true. Every word or science must be evaluated by virtue of its
own merit irrespecrive of its protagonists or antagonists.63
N- Ghazalfs Legacy
Al- Ghazalf drew many admirers and critics from all branches of
knowledge he wrote on. Among his immediate followen are Asa'd al-
Mayhanl 1d. 52311130 or 52711132-331 and 
'Ayt al-Qudat al-
Hamadh5nT d.52511137 y. According to al-MayhanT, nobody will arrive
at al- GhezalT's level of irxights and his virtue unless he reaches -or at
least almost reaches-intellectual perfection. Al-Hamadhanl therefore
believed that al- GhazalT belongs to a select group of few scholars fiotly
rooted in the knowledge of the outer as well as the inner meaning of the
Q.r.'art.*
Among his critics are Ibn Rushd and Ibn Taymilyah. Ibn Rushd
concurred with al- Ghazall on the necessity of ta'wil of venes that do not
c Al*Ghazafi, The Incoherence ofthe Philosophen, p. 6.
" Al-GhazalT, Al-Munqidh min al-fubl pp.6a-65.t F. Griffel, A|-Ghadt's Philosophical TheologylOxford: Oxford University Pres, 200$, pp. 61-
95.
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conform to demonstrative rational dictate.6s However, in his rebuttal
work, Talrdfut al-Tahafurllncoherence of the Incoherence;,66 a book he
wrote specifically to charge al-Ghazall with the very logicJ falacies and
contradictions al-Ghazdlr had earlier charged philosophen with, he
considered al-Ghazall as an arnateur philosopher-cum_theologian whose
arguments are mostly equauy dialectical and not demonstrativ..ur Ib'
Taymiyyah confronred al- Ghazair on multiple fronrs on logic, Sufism
and philosophy, charging him for ottn.c.tr".iry blending th. *lo.k of th.
prophets with those of the philosophers and explaining"the former in the
latter rerms. For that he believes that al-Ghazati *Ji"nicted with the
illness oflbn STnd's al-Shifr'.68
Nevertheless, his scholanhip was never seriously disputed. He
constructed the ugliness of the philosophen' aims, doctrines and their
supporting arguments on metaphysics in his Maqdsid al-Farasilah,
deconstructed the bad of their argumenrs in Tahafut al_Fahsifih and
reconsdrucred the Islamic alternatives in eaw6'id al-,aqd.'id of Ihyd''[flim 
"]-uo.un wirh al- Ghaz:a[r, Sufism is no lorrgei an irrationalfantasy.into the metaphysical world; similarly, there is no"way forward for
Sufi withour passing through and remaining observant of ..iigio,rs duties
ls expounded in fiqh. Also, as al-earadawT puts it, ..al_Ghizell taughtS1!sm to fiqhand fiqh to Sufism,"70 connecring kalamwith Sufrsmand
fiqh, relating philosophy with religion and brinling them all into closer
contact for murual recognition. The breadth 
"nd depth of his inquiry, themethodology he employed, the objectiviry he exhibited ind the
arguments he advanced for or against the sciences he studied, coupled
with his analytical mind to simplify the complexities in a grand scheme of
Islamic intellectual and critical thinking, have left 
"n 
.rrdir.irrg GhazalTan
mark in Islamic scholarship, earning him admiration frorn hil s.rppo.ten
and respect from his critics.
uu A. M. Ibn Rushd, al-Kashf ,An Mafih!'at-Adittah 6 ,Aq jd at_Milhlap. 206. See alsb MesutOkutnus, "The Inlluence of al-Glnzzil on the Hemreneutics of Ibn Rushd,,,Der Islam, vol. g6,
no. 2, pp. 290-293.
uu Ibr Ruslrd, Tahfutat-TatfifutlCatro: Daral-Ma'Eri{ l9ge, vor. 1, p. 59. See arso M. Afifi ar-Akiti, "The Good, the Bad, and the ugly of Falsafa: Al-Ghazd.lls Madnln, Tahafirt, ancl Maqfuid,
with Particular Affeution to Their Falsafi Treatrnents of God's Knowledge of Teurporal Eue,rts.,, /,Avicemta and His Legacy: A Gorden Age of science and phirosophy, ed. y. izvi L:'rgemra*
lTumhout, Belgiurn: Brepols,2009y, p. 6g.
"' al-Akiti, "The Good, rhe Bad, and the Ugly of Falsafa,', p. ffi, n. 42.
* T. A. Ibn Taymiyyah, thr' Ta,arud at--iqt *"-rt-inlt, vot. 1, p. 131; M. Afr6 al_Akiti, ..The
Three Propertics of Prophethood in Cenain Works of Avicerr* 
"ird 
al_Ghazili.,, In Interprctirry
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Conclusion
Al-Ghazall's critical engagement with philosophen is not intended to
""a.*f"" 
philosophy i i'r, iotelltctual inquiry into the 
"1ttt:- 
of things
within its ambit, b,rt *", rather geared against that type of philosophicd
,""rorrirrg which clairns to be autonomous, and suficient enough to give
a coherent answer to ultimate human concerns or to decipher all the
mysteries and complexities of existence' 
'Within the philosophical'
r"iio"tf conceptual 
^fr"-.*o'k, 
he demonstrated how such reasoning
*o"fa ..r.o*ily lead to self-annihilation, exhibiting the 'nbridgeable
lacuna in the .pirt.^" of reason that could be filled only by revelation
from God.
The standard of rationaliry ii indispensable for any critical thinking, and
for Islamic thought to be critical it has to be rational. Revelation as a
source of knowlJdge is another standard that qualifi-es a critical thinking
to be Islamic. Revlhtion establishes values many of which are 
'rational'
and some are not 'irrational" in the sense that they. are not necessarily
contradictory to reason, but simply beyond the ambit of human
rationaliry. The Process of recognition is not top-down 
-where
revelation impored itself or is imposed on reason- but rather bottom-up
where ,."rori realizes something 
'real' that is transcendental. It is here
*h.r. al- Ghazall placed revelation. To coherendy integrate both reason
and revelation has b.en the landscape of al- GhazalT's critique. while it is
possible to charr another line of Isiamic critical thinking as done by Ibn
taymiyyah, for example, there is no doubt that d- GhazalT drew on
.pi*.*ology and valuis which are characteristically Islamic'
critical thifing need not tread on atheistic, heretical or secular
tr4".tori., and r"eligiosity is not synonyrnous with dogmatism' fanaticism
or" close-nrindedness. As shown in this study, critical thinking is a
disciplined intellectual reasoning containing shared, universal values that
cut a^cross generations, cultureslnd religions' People of sound reasoning
would have much to appreciate therein, though they may equally have
few to disagree with.
